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With the development of adversary system in China, more and more 
personal illegal evidences swarm into criminal procedure. However, it seems 
that we focus more on the issue of governmental illegal evidences, such as the 
legislative and practical operation of the “Exclusion Rule of Illegal Evidence” 
in China. By contrast, the problem of personal illegal evidence has not been 
given enough attention and concern, especially it has not been involved in 
Chinese legislative norms. So this dissertation mainly discuss the effectiveness 
and use of the personal illegal evidence, with method of comparison, historical 
analysis and hermeneutic, in order to set up a reasonable system for issue of 
Chinese personal illegally collecting evidence. 
The dissertation is made up of three parts: introduction, main body and 
conclusion, The main body is divided into four parts.  
First part of main body describes the concept and characters. Chapter 1 compares the 
action of personal illegally collecting evidence with that of governmental illegal 
collecting evidence, which forms theoretical foundation for the subsequent 
discuss. 
Second part of main body analyzes the basic attitude and treatment in China. 
Chapter 2 reviews the present situation and problems of personal illegally collecting 
evidence from legislation and practice, and then discloses the “Transformation 
Rule of evidence” in China. 
Third part of main body compares the foreign theory and practice of personal 
illegally collecting evidence. Chapter 3 separately introduces the “Mode of 
Indulgence” in U.S.A and “Mode of Balance” in Germany, and then analyzed their merits 
and shortcomings. 
Third part of main body discusses systematic setup of personal illegally 














personal illegal evidence from three aspects on the “Transformation Rule of 
evidence”. 
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